H is termed a conjunct subgraph of G if and only if H = H.
The graph G o of a subsystem ( §) Of >-) oί the system ( §),>-) having the graph G is a conjunct closed subgraph of G. If H is any subgraph of G, proper or not, and x is any vertex of G, then D~ι(χ 9 H) shall denote the set of all vertices y oί H such that y >» x. If v¥ is any set of vertices of G, let D'\X 9 H)= U D-H%,«), and let
Dn (X,H)=D-ι (Dn+ \X,H), H)
for Λ > 1. Let D°(X,H) = Z by definition. Proof. We must prove that F n S) o is both internally and externally satisfactory with respect to G o . That is we must prove that (a) χ 9 y E V n S) o implies x >/-y relative to G o , and (b) y G?) 0 -Fn5) 0 implies that there exists an % € FπS 0 such that Λ; >-y relative to G o .
But (a) follows immediately from the facts that GQ is a conjunct subgraph of G and that V is a solution of G. To prove (b), consider any y E S) o -Fn §) 0 . There exists an Λ; E F such that Λ; >-y relative to G since V is a solution of G. Then Λ; E D" ι (y 9 G) C S) o by hypothesis. Thus x $ y E ® 0 an( l tne oriented arc %y C G. Since GQ is a conjunct subgraph of G, arc xy C G o . This completes the proof.
REMARK. It would suffice to replace Condition (1) by the weaker condition: y G S o -Fn 5) 0 implies that there exists a vertex x E Fn S) o such that % >-y. 
and if h > 0 and k > 0 are of different panties then
Then a solution V of G which is an extension of VQ exists.
Proof. Let 
Proof of (a). If Λ; E FQ, y G Fo, then x yf-γ since FQ is internally satisfactory relative to G.
If x e Fo, y G D" 2n ( F o , G -G o ) , then % )f y by (2) .
, then x Jf y; for % >^ y would imply that Λ; G D" 2m (!F 00 , G -G o ) contrary to (3).
If %ED-2m + 1 (fF oo ,G-Go), y^o, then % >f y; for % >-y would imply that x e D" ι ( F o , G -G o ), contrary to (3) .
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Proof of (b 
Then a solution V of G which is an extension of V o exists.
Proof. We have to show that the hypotheses of the corollary imply those of the theorem. It will suffice to show that if either (2) or (3) are false then either (a) or (b) will be violated.
If (2) were false, there would exist either a vertex
In either case, the first part of (a) or (b) is contradicted.
If (3) were false there would exist either
with h and k of the same parity or
(ii) a vertex y such that either
with h and A; of different panties.
In Case (i), Condition (a) would be violated. In Case (ii), (a) implies
an unoriented cycle of odd length h + k contrary to (b).
Sinks and inverse bases.
We suppose henceforth that 5) -
If H is any conjunct subgraph of G, and % is a vertex of G, let
That is, C" (x 9 H) denotes the set of all vertices y of H which chain-dominate
x by means of a chain all the vertices of which, except possibly x, lie in H, together with x itself; in symbols 
is an inverse basic set containing %i of which x\ is a sink.
LEMMA 2. // // is descendinglγ finite, no proper subset B of an inverse basic set A is an inverse basic set.
Proof. Suppose contrarywise that B were an inverse basic set and a proper subset of A. Let b be a sink of B and a a sink of A. Then B = C" ι {b 9 H) and
Since B is a proper subset of /4, 6 ^ a and 6 G C' 1 (a 9 H). Since the sink 6 can have no descendant relative to H 9 we have a G C" ι {b 9 H) 9 otherwise a would be a descendant of b.
Therefore A = β contrary to hypothesis.
By an inverse basis of // is meant a set S of vertices of H such that (a)
x G S, y G S, x ^ y 9 implies that x is not chain-dominated by y relative to H, and (b) y G//n S -S implies that there exists a vertex x of S such that x is chain-dominated by y relative to H (that is, y G C' 1 (x $ //)).
LEMMA 3. Every descendinglγ finite subgraph H has an inverse basis.
Proof, Let the distinct inverse basic sets of H be B ί9 B 2$ , where β χ ^ βy for i 5^/. (The range of i and / is any lower segment of ordinal numbers, finite or not.) By Lemma 1, every vertex of H belongs to at least one β t . Let 6; be a sink of 5j. Then no b{ chain-dominates bj 9 i ^ j. For, if so, i, G C" 1 (bj 9 //).
Then bi has 6y as a descendant unless bj G C~ι (bi,H) ; that is, unless 6j and 6y are cyclically related relative to //. In this case,
that is, βj = βy, a contradiction. Let S be the set of b^s just chosen, consisting of one sink from each inverse basic set β;. It has just been shown that Condition (a) of the definition of inverse basis is satisfied by S. That Condition (b) is satisfied follows immediately from Lemma 1.
LEMMA 4. If H has an inverse basis S and b{ G S 9 then C" (b( 9 H) is an inverse basic set of which b( is a sink.
Proof. If not, 6 t has a descendant p in H. That is,
Since p G H n §>, there exists a vertex bj of S such that p G C" (bj 9 H). Now,
Hence b{ chain-dominates p which chain-dominates bj f so that bi chain-dominates bj since chain-domination is transitive. This contradicts the fact that b{ and bj both belong to the inverse basis S.
LEMMA 5. Every inverse basis S of a descendinglγ finite subgraph H consists of one sink from each inverse basic set of H.
Proof. By Lemma 4, each vertex of S is a sink of some inverse basic set. Two distinct vertices of S cannot both be sinks of the same inverse basic set since, if so, they would be chain-dominated by each other. There remains only to show that every inverse basic set has a sink in the given basis S, Suppose β were an inverse basic set none of the sinks of which were in S. Let b be a sink of β. Since b is not in S, there exists a vertex
But b has no descendant relative to H since b is a sink. Therefore 6' and b must be cyclically related relative to // since, if not, b / would be a descendant of 6. Therefore C" {b
Then b' is a sink of B which does lie in 5.
Progressively finite graphs.
A graph H is termed completely descendingly finite if and only if all its closed subgraphs are descendingly finite. A sequence \x n \ of vertices of H is termed a progression of // if and only if x n >-#ft + ι, and Cl (x n x n + ι) C H for all n (except the last if the sequence is finite ). // is termed progressively finite if and only if all the progressions of // are finite.
LEMMA 6. A necessary and sufficient condition that H be completely descendingly finite is that H be progressively finite.
Proof. If H is progressively finite then it is descendingly finite. If H is progressively finite then every closed subgraph of H is progressively finite.
Hence if H is progressively finite then it is completely descendingly finite. For example, the graph G of Figure 1 is descendingly finite but not completely descendingly finite since G -St(y) is an infinite progression.
We suppose henceforth that Cl (G -G o ) is progressively finite^ where G o is a conjunct closed subgraph of G having the solution V o . Let
and Proof. We prove the lemma by mathematical induction.
For k -0, we must prove that
(1) #, y G F o implies Λ; >^-y relative to G; for % >/-y relative to G o since V o is a solution of G o and G o is a conjunct subgraph of G. 
Proof. Let
and so on. Then There remains to show that V. a is an inverse basis of G. α . Clearly, neither of two distinct vertices x 9 y^V. a chain-dominates the other by virtue of the parity restrictions (2), (3) of Theorem 2. We must show now that every vertex γ oί G. a chain-dominates some x of K α . This is obvious since by (4) every y belongs to P(
. This completes the proof.
The example of Figure 2 shows that Theorem 4 is less restrictive than Theorem 2. For but an extension exists and the hypotheses of Theorem 4 are satisfied.
Some extension theorems. If H is a subgraph of G, let
K(x,H)=D(x,H) uZ)- 1 (%,#),
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Figure 2 566
That is, K n (X,H) denotes the set of vertices of H connected to vertices of X by unoriented one-dimensional chains of length n.
Proof, Suppose i = 0. Each sink y of B chain-dominates some vertex of The example of Figure 3 shows that we must take K n in the unorίented 
THEOREM 7. Suppose that V o is a solution of G o such that' (1) Cl (G -GQ) is progressively bounded(

2) each vertex of every K n " (V Q , G -G o ) is dominated by some element
Then there exists a solution V of G which is an extension of V o .
Proof. Choose V.i as in Lemma 9. To show that V = U Q< i V_ι is a solution of G we have, by Theorem 4, only to show that
for some / and n by virtue of the way in which the F.^ were chosen. By (2) Then V is a solution of G.
Proof. Let γ E(5)-S 0 )n (%-V).
We shall show that there exists an%6F such that x >-y. Since V is maximally internally satisfactory, Fu(y) is not internally satisfactory. Therefore either (a) some v >-y, or (b) some v -< y. In Case (a), there is no more to prove.
In Case (b),
By (2), there exists an x G 5) -S o such that a; >-y. If x G F f there is no more
is not internally satisfactory. Therefore there exists a v G F such that either Λ; >-v or x -< t>.
In either case,
for some natural number m But this together with
and x >-y imply that there exists a relative cycle of odd length contrary to (3) . This completes the proof. 
COROLLARY. The hypotheses of Theorem
for, if not, there would exist a relative cycle of odd length. Thus we have
This implies E -V 9 Ω = W as follows. Let e E £. Then e E 5) which implies that either e E F or e E IF. But e E ίP would imply that e E Ω contrary to £ n Ω = 0.
Therefore e 6F, Hence E C V and therefore E = V. Similarly Ω C IF and hence Ω = IF. This completes the proof.
Thus Theorem 8 resembles Theorem 2, except that now the parity restrictions are on the unoriented chains rather than on the oriented ones, and we do not restrict the sets
The examples of Figures 4-6 are covered by Theorem 8 but not by Theorem 2. In Figure 4 ,
violating hypothesis 2b of Theorem 2, but the extension exists under Theorem 8. In Figure 5 , 
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exists under Theorem 8. Note also that an odd relative cycle exists mod G o but not mod VQ, In Figure 6 ,
both violating hypothesis 3a of Theorem 2, but the extension exists under Theorem 8.
Let μ (X 9 G -G o ) denote the set of vertices of G -G o connected to X by an unoriented chain of minimal length h, where X C 2). Then (1) every element of W is dominated by some element of V;
if h and k have the same parity, Prόυf. Clearly 5) = V u Ψ and WCD{V 9 G). Also (2) ( V o , G -G o ( V θ9 G -G o ) , i > 0, be adjacent;
imply that there exists a j >_0 such that
is a solution of G which is an extension of V o .
Proof. Every element of 5) -2) 0 not in V must be in 
Also (2) implies W C D (V f G).
There remains only to prove that V is internally satisfactory.
Let (1) implies that x and y are nonadjacent. For i = 0, this follows from the facts that V o is a solution of G o and that G o is a conjunct subgraph of G. This completes the proof.
The conditions of Theorem 10 do not prohibit entirely the existence in Cl (G -Go) of adjacent vertices of IF, of odd unoriented cycles, or of transitive triples. For example, the graph in Figure 7 permits an extension by Theorem 10 and includes the three cited phenomena. Theorems 7-10 may be regarded as variants of Theorem 2.
7. Dual and alternating procedures. Let G t be a conjunct subgraph of G. (1) for et>ery τι > 0,
Γλerc there exists a solution V of G which is an extension of V\.
We must show: (V lt G -G t ) contrary to (2) .
If xeD 2mml (W lt G~Gι), y G F t then a; )f y; for *>-y would imply y G D^dfΊ.G-Gt) contrary to(l).
By (1) and (2) 
contains an unoriented cycle of odd length;
Then there exists a solution of G which is an extension of V\.
Proof. Condition (c) is identical with (3) (a) is contradicted. In Cases (iii) and (iv), the first part of (a) is contradicted.
If (2) were false, there would exist either (i) a vertex
for some h 9 k of the same parity, or (ii) a vertex y ED h (v[ 9 G -G v for some ^, A; of different parities. In Case (i), the second part of (a) is con- Then each G f is a conjunct subgraph of G + i For x % y G 5)j , # >-y relative to
Gj+i implies Λ; >-y relative to G z since at least one endpoint of every arc in Gj+ t -Gj is not in G;.
If GQ intersects every component of G, then 3= U 5) f .
For then every vertex of G is joined to some vertex of G o by a finite unoriented chain and therefore lies in some G;. In particular, this is true if G is connected. Theorem 11 is a sort of dual to Theorem 2. Theorem 12 merely uses the procedures of Theorems 2 and 11 in alternation. Similar processess dual to those of other preceding theorems can be introduced so as to yield extensions in the direction of successor-sets rather than predecessor-sets, and similar alternating procedures can then be used.
That is, with G(+χ in the role of G in Theorem 2.
